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In youth we feel richer for every new illusion; in maturer years, for every one we lose.
(Anne Sophie Swetchine, 1782-1857)
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Imponderables:

If the #2 pencil is the most popular, why is it still #2?

HOBSON & MOTZER Inc.
DURHAM, CT

In

the March 2019 issue of The Gateway,
we ran a reprint article on Hobson &
Motzer originally published 2007. It
was a look back on this great Connecticut
manufacturing company who has been a fixture in
the state since opening in 1912. In this issue, we
check-in on what Hobson & Motzer has been up
to over the past decade or so. A lot has happened
since 2007, but in the most simplest of terms Growth!
Original Plant C 1912

A H Motzer and Son A E Motzer

Hobson & Motzer, Inc. remains a privately
held manufacturer of precision metal components
and assemblies; a vertically integrated, precision
stamping, machining, and assembly company. By
broad definition, or their “reason to exist”
according to Hobson & Motzer President,
Bruce Dworak is to Improve lives,
Advance Technology, and Transform
Metal. A sentiment engrained in every
Hobson & Motzer employee. The
company’s primary market is the medical
device industry, so the gravity of their
work is well understood by all.

Core capabilities include: tool design and
engineering, progressive die tooling, precision
metal stamping, multi-axis high speed CNC
machining, precision electro chemical machining
(PECM), and assemblies. Because it is a
vertically integrated company, it maintains
control over every process and phase of
production from start to finish. Secondary
operations include deburring, machining, laser
welding/cutting, pad printing, and more.
For over 100 years, Hobson & Motzer has
embraced innovation and growth. They have
consistently invested in new and advanced
technology and expanded the business to meet
customer’s needs. To accommodate new

Founded in 1912, the company
manufactures precision metal components
and assemblies for advanced industries.
Laser Cutting Cell
Continues on page 7
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HEAT
TREATING
 VACUUM
 INTEGRAL

QUENCH
BELT

 CONTINUOUS
 NITRIDING
 STRESS

RELIEVING

 ANNEALING
Pick-up and Delivery Available

Certified By General Dynamics for AMS 2759
Aluminum Heat Treating
Sandblasting
Brazing

Long Vertical Capability
Parts Cleaning
Straightening

COUNTY HEAT TREAT
32 Howe Avenue Millbury, MA 01527
Tel: 508-865-5885
Fax: 508-865-4033
Website: www.countyheattreat.com

ISO 9001: 2008 CERTIFIED
Centrally Located in New England. 2 miles from MA Pike, Exit 10A

24 Hour Service and weekends if Needed.

HEAT TREATING
Vacuum High Pressure Quench
MATERIALS
Non-Ferrous Heat Treat
High Speed Steels
Austempering
Alloy Steels
Marquenching
Tool Steels
Stainless Steel
Carburizing
Aluminum
Nitrogen Tempering
Plastics
Solution Heat Treating
Water Quenching
OTHER SERVICES










Bright Hardening
Cryogenics to –300oF
Glass Bead Blast
Grit Blast Clean
Plastics Thermal Treatment
Precipitation Hardening
Anneal & Normalization
Metallography
Stress Relieving
Consistent On-Time Delivery
Pick-up & Delivery Available

Member MTI / ASM
134 Ashland Ave. Southbridge, MA 01550
www.hardlineheattreating.com

Tel: 508-764-6669 Fax: 508-764-6654
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An old error is always more popular than a new truth. (German Proverb)

Bank 1 of Automated Multi-Axis CNC Cells

Precision Electro Chemical Machining—PECM

Laser Welding Cells

production lines and several larger presses, a
25,000 sq. ft. addition was made to the Durham
plant in 2011, an expansion they quickly out
grew. In 2017, Hobson & Motzer opened a
second manufacturing plant just miles away in
Wallingford, CT creating more room for growth,
but with a sharp focus on advanced
manufacturing.

Hobson & Motzer has also stepped up its
commitment to authentic LEAN manufacturing.
Last year the company adopted the Shingo model
for enterprise excellence. Their mission is to drive
customer value through application of Shingo
principles. By focusing on cultural enablers and
enterprise alignment, typical lean tools (value
stream mapping, Kanban, cellular work flow, 6S,
Continues on page 9
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Fabricating & Machining
Specialist
► CNC Turning to 48” dia.
► CNC Milling (40” x 120”)
► 250” Milling Travel
► 206” Turning Capacity
► Repair Specialist
► 100% Quality Control
► Certified Welding ASME Sec 8
► AWS Certified Aluminum, SST
► ISO 9000 Compliant
► Pickup & Delivery

TRACEY
GEAR & PRECISION SHAFT
ISO 9001 CERTIFIED

Custom Gears,
Thread Grinding,
& Precision Shafts!
Serving New England
since 1945

Innovative
MACHINE● INC.
40 Snow Road • Winchester, NH 03470

Tel:

603-239-8082

Fax:603-239-6380
Contact: Terry Haskins
www.innovative-machine.com
tmhaskins@innovative-machine.com

740 York Avenue
Pawtucket, RI 02861
Tel: 800-774-GEAR
www.traceygear.com
sales@traceygear.com

RIGGING AND
HEAVY HAULING
 70 Years Experience
 Forklift Capacity to 60,000 lbs
 Machinery Moving
 Mill-Wright Services
 Domestic & Export Crating
 Inside Storage / Warehousing

lpcote.com
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If a man wants his dreams to come true, he must wake up. (Anonymous)

allowing the company a broad range
of capability and flexibility in its
stamping operations. The entire
pressroom is fully networked for
systemic performance monitoring for
down time, changeovers, and quality
data to preventative maintenance
scheduling (OEE). Each press is
equipped with modern controls and
electronic sensors, allowing them to
run production consistently and
safely at maximum speeds with
minimum downtime.

Bank 2 of Automated Multi-Axis CNC Cells

visual systems, and setup reduction) can be
deployed in a strategic, sustainable fashion that
will improve overall results and create value for
customers. Hobson & Motzer is ISO 9001 and
IATF 16949 certified, and are in the process of
working toward ISO 13485 for medical devices.
Quality is systemic and process driven at Hobson
& Motzer.
Hobson & Motzer’s precision metal
stampings begin with high-quality Class-A
progressive dies. All of their tooling and fixtures
are designed in-house and built in a state of the art
tool room that is staffed by a team of 50,
including 27 journeyman tool and die makers.
The tool room at Hobson & Motzer serves only
their internal tool, die, and fixture needs for their
stamping, machining, and assembly departments.
This depth and experience enables the company
to provide value early in a customer’s product
development process. Engineering and tool design
offer design for manufacturability ideas to
customers, ideas that facilitate cost-effective mass
production, without compromising quality.

Today, Hobson & Motzer has some
of the most precise vertical CNC
machines available with 3, 4, and
full 5-Axis capability. Their expertise in
machined components is complimented by a team
of expert Applications Engineers with diverse
backgrounds in the aerospace, automotive, and
mold making industries. The equipment is highend, robust, production ready, and versatile. This
diversity provides great flexibility to apply the
most suitable technology for each application. In
high volume applications Hobson & Motzer also
designs and builds, in-house, state of the art
automated robotic controlled systems for
maximum efficiency.

Their press room is home to more than 50
state-of-the-art power presses for stamping,
coining, and coining wire. The range of presses
include: straight side, servo, and knuckle presses
Continues on page 11
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PRECISION METAL FABRICATION SPECIALISTS
LASER
SHEARING
STAMPING
BENDING
FORMING
ASSEMBLY
1 West Main Street
South Hadley, MA 01075
MACHINING
Tel:
413-532-9022
Fax: 413-536-4647
DRILLING
Email: info@tfabinc.com www.techfabinc.com
TAPPING
GRINDING
 ENGINEERING ASSISTANCE
 FINISHING SERVICES
DEBURRING
 JIT DELIVERIES
 CAD/CAM
ROBOTIC WELDING
 ZERO DEFECT QUALITY
 DEPENDABLE ON-TIME
WELDING (MIG,ARC,TIG AND SPOT)
 PROTOTYPE TO PRODUCTION
 ACCOUNTABILITY
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Laziness is often mistaken for patience. (French Proverb)

DELIVERY

P2H 160 Ton Press

Stamping Pressroom

Hobson & Motzer invests in employees. The
company is dedicated to employee safety,
training, and development. Employee innovation
is encouraged through an active employee idea
system, as well as an employee engagement
program. The company also has a longstanding,
and very active, tool and die-makers
apprenticeship program. This program has
allowed Hobson & Motzer to develop talent from
within, sustain and nurture this critical skill
within their business.

Community outreach in education is an
important value to the company. Hobson &
Motzer supports a wide range of STEM
initiatives (Science Technology Engineering
Math, or as they see it: Manufacturing) through
involvement with local technical high schools,
colleges, and various trade organizations. In
doing so, the company hopes to encourage young
people to pursue a career in manufacturing, a
vitally important concern for manufacturing in
the United States.

DURHAM, CT
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RECYCLE YOUR
CARBIDE
Inserts, Drills, Solids, Sludges, Filters

Call: 617-593-8242
or visit www.recarbllc.com
28 Wolcott Street Readville, MA 02136
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It is the characteristic of the most stringent censorships that they give credibility to the
opinions they attack. (Voltaire, 1694-1778)

WALLINGFORD, CT
Hobson & Motzer customers receive the
nimble, approachable, responsive service of a
small company with the effectiveness of big
company resources, quality, and scalability. Their
approach to every project is thoughtful, measured,
and controlled to maximize quality, repeatability,
and efficiency. Customers count on Hobson &
Motzer when there is no room for failure.
No longer a simple tool and die job shop in a
rented barn, Hobson & Motzer has eclipsed that
old model and many of its contemporaries by
becoming an end-to-end, virtually integrated
advanced production facility. As its history

shows, Hobson & Motzer—with the evolution of
its equipment, deep expertise and investment in
new talent, and dedication to quality on every
level of its operation, indeed advances its vision
to improve the world.
Hobson & Motzer has become a larger
company with greater resources, but has also
remained true to their heritage and to the
foundation upon which the company was
founded. For more information about Hobson &
Motzer please visit the company website at
www.hobsonmotzer.com or call 860-349-1756.

HOBSON MOTZER INC.
30 Airline Drive
Durham, CT 06422
Tel: 860-349-1756
Fax: 860-349-3602
Email: pdoolittle@hobsonmotzer.com
www.hobsonmotzer.com
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Connecticut Tooling & Machining Association
Dee Babkirk
The Executive Suites
440 North Main St Bristol, CT 06010
Tel: 860-604-8963
Fax: 860-254-7191
www.ct-ntma.org/
If you have a question, or need more info,
contact: d.babkirk@centralctchambers.org

Membership Doesn't Cost....It Pays!

UNITED

METAL STAMPINGS
PRECISION COINING
PROGRESSIVE DIES
LASER WELDING
ASSEMBLY
FINISHING

CENTERLESS GRINDING
GRINDING
CENTERLESS
& THREAD
THREAD ROLLING
ROLLING
&
25 Rosenthal
Rosenthal Street
Street 
 East
East Hartford,
Hartford, CT
CT 06108
06108
25
phone: (860)
(860) 289-2987
289-2987 
 fax:
fax: (860)
(860) 289-3142
289-3142
phone:
web: www.unitedcgtr.com
www.unitedcgtr.com
web:
e-mail: njgoulet@unitedcgtr.com
njgoulet@unitedcgtr.com
e-mail:

A 'Can Do' Attitude Since 1912

PRECISION GRINDING
ID & OD GRINDING
HONING

SURFACE GRINDING
CNC CYLINDRICAL

8Top Quality 8Any Quantity 8Pickup & Delivery 8Same Day Quotes
We serve job shops and do not do machining work!
Don’t turn jobs away if you don’t offer grinding! We can help you!

Bay State Machine, LLC
21 Center Parkway Plainfield, CT 06374
Tel: 860-230-0054 Fax: 860-230-0027
baystatemachine@hotmail.com
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Bumper Stickers:
Idiots surround me! Whoops, didn’t see you there!

PRECISION STAMPING & ASSEMBLY
PO Box 427
Durham, CT 06422

Tel:

860-349-1756
860-349-3602

Fax:
info@hobsonmotzer.com
www.hobsonmotzer.com
ISO 9000:2000

POLISHING

ISO 9001:2008 Certified

Please tell them you saw
their ad in
The Gateway!

THANK YOU!
Sharon and I thank all our advertisers
and especially our readers for the support
and care we’ve received over the past 20
years. Yes, we’re going to retire and
follow some of our dreams.
But we’re leaving The Gateway to what
appears to be a very good small company
that can do great things for New
England businesses. They are gifted,
energetic, imaginative, and have a lot to
offer you readers and advertisers.
We will treasure for years from meeting,
talking and knowing many of you
personally, through the feature stories,
ads and history! So Long for now!
Bill and Sharon Bryson

The Gateway Magazine
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Precision CNC Machining
11
CNC MILLS

6
CNC LATHES

Travels up to
84” x 32” x 30”

Travels up to
22” dia. X 40”
long

4th Axis
Rotary Milling
to 20” dia.

PROTOTYPE to PRODUCTION
COMPETITIVE PRICING
QUICK TURNAROUND
IN HOUSE QC

CNC Sawing
to 12” dia.

175 Davis Street
East Douglas, MA 01516
tel: 508-476-1508
fax: (508)-476-1509
diane@jtmachineinc.com kevin@jtmachineinc.com
FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED SINCE 1977
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Any fool can make a rule, and any fool will mind it. (Henry David Thoreau, 1817-62)

(860) 928-7965

Chromium

(860) 928-7965
Fax (860) 928-1408
10 Senexet Road  Putnam, Connecticut  06260

Plating of Hard Chrome, Electroless Nickel,
Mass Finishing Media, Equipment and Supplies
Mass Finishing, Tumbling & Deburring
Web Page: www.nationalchromium.com

Automatic screw machine and CNC
Machined products for your industry
Merrimack Manufacturing Company
Inc.
● 217 HARRISON ROAD ● BRIDGTON, MAINE 04009
TELEPHONE 207.647.3566 ● FAX 207.647.3588

mmc6@myfairpoint.net
* Also available: Inserts for rubber / plastic moldings

Fast Hole, Wire and Sinker EDM
Precision Tools, Dies, Jigs and Fixtures

- Precision Machining - Toolmaking - Jig Grinding Service -

Border Tool and Die, Inc.

CLASSIC JIG GRINDING

DBA Bengtson Tool and Die
240 Gale Street Canaan, VT 05903
T: 802-266-9666 F: 802-266-9667
richard.btd@gmail.com

PRECISION MACHINING
- SINCE 1963 -

jiggrind@snet.net
classicjiggrinding.com
Ph (860) 870-4900
Fax (860)870-1900

Complete Bearing &
Industrial Supply Solutions
 BEARINGS
 MOTOR REPAIR
 BALL SCREW REPAIR
 ENGINEERED PROJECTS
 POWER TRANSMISSION PRODUCTS AND MUCH MORE

www.qpgllc.com 1-866-868-9574

AS9100 & ISO 9001 Certified

Spur & Worm Gears
Internal / External Splines
Broaching, Hobbing,
Shaping

Machine Company, Inc.
515 Main Street Yalesville, CT 06492
203-284-0082 Tel
203-284-9605 Fax
www.jovalmachine.com

Mini-Broach Machine Co., Inc.
Contract Broaching Services, Broaches, Tooling,
Broach Sharpening, & Broaching Machines, with
over 45 years experience.
info@Minibroach.com
Tel: (978) 386-7959
Fax: (978) 386-7123
Rush Broaching Services Available!
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PRESS RELEASE
Air Filtration In The Welding Shop
The cleanliness and quality of the air we breathe in the workplace is of paramount importance and can have a direct
impact on health and longevity. We breathe that air for at least 8 hours a day and often longer. So for that period of time
contamination in the air in that environment is being deposited in your lungs and respiratory tract. Think about that for a
moment and you will realize the importance of proper air filtration.

Potential Health Issues Associated With Welding
Smoke and fumes generated from the welding process are made up of a complex mixture of various components that
include sub micron particulate matter and gasses. In addition there may also be shielding gasses which are used in
welding processes. Potential health issues can be the result. As an example, the welding of stainless steel can give off
chromium and nickel which are components of stainless steel . Welding stainless steel converts the chromium in the
stainless to hexavalent chrome. Hex chrome fumes are toxic. Other materials can result in potential health issues
J. Ketcham
associated with the lungs, throat, kidneys, and nervous system to name a few. Smoke and fumes can also cause irritation
to the nose, throat and eyes. More serious issues can include different forms of cancers. For health reasons, careful consideration should be
given to proper air filtration in the welding environment and the air filtration systems in the welding shop should be well maintained with
filters being changed on a regular basis.

Air Filtration for Welding
Broadly speaking, there are two forms of air filtration, source capture and ambient capture. Source capture is the pick-up of the
contaminated air at the point of generation. Anytime we can source capture, especially when the contamination source is near the breathing
zone, it is in our best interests to do so. Once that contaminated air escapes into the surrounding environment, it becomes more problematical,
less efficient and more costly to deal with and it is at this point that we turn to ambient capture. Source capture typically involves the use of
portable filtration systems with articulated pick-up arms. These work well when the welding work envelope area is about 36” x 36” or less.
The downside of source capture is that the operator must keep the pickup hood relatively close to the work area. The pickup hood should be
placed such that it draws the smoke and fumes away from the welders breathing zone and into the smoke collector.

Source Capture Collector
Ambient collection involves the placement of multiple units thorough out the shop. These units are
designed and set up specifically for ambient air cleaning. They are typically hung from the ceiling or walls and
are manufactured with an intake grill and exhaust grill. Some configurations may have more than one of each.
The number of ambient air cleaners required for a welding shop is determined based on its size. The size
of the shop is calculated in cubic feet. The number of air cleaners required becomes a mathematical calculation
and is the desired number of air changes per hour required to achieve the desired air cleanliness level. That
level is attained when the number of air changes per hour is great enough to exceed the amount of
contamination being generated.
As mentioned, anytime you can capture at the source you are generally better off doing so. However,
source capture depends on the operator positioning the pickup hood correctly. If the operator has to move the
hood repeatedly because of a large work envelope they may not move it at all; thus rendering the source
capture ineffective. Ambient collection on the other hand eliminates this need and it also eliminates any
ductwork, articulating arm and pickup hood. Ambient air cleaning does not however remove the contamination
from the welders breathing zone. While the ambient air in the shop will be cleaner, the air in the work zone
Source Capture Collector
may not be at an acceptable cleanliness level. In the end, the best approach depending on the shop and the
layout may well be a combination of both methods.

Air Filters For Welding
Air filters used in the air cleaners are progressively staged. Adequate pre-filtration should be incorporated in the
unit configuration to remove larger particulate contaminate. This results in the added benefit of extending
the life of the
more costly main or final air filter. The main filters should be MERV 15. Any minor odors can usually be
taken care of with a carbon filter.
In a source capture unit, pre-filtration is usually accomplished using a 4” aluminum mesh pre filter.
This is designed to remove the larger particles from the airstream. It also has the added benefit of acting as a
spark arrester. In the ambient air collector, the pre-filter would normally be a 4” pleated MERV 8 filter. The
main filter in a source capture unit is usually a Merv 15 which is designed to remove more than 95% of
particulate .030 — 1.0 µm in size. The application, the material being welded and the byproducts produced
should dictate the retention levels of the filters. Other retention levels are available, but it is best to use at
least a MERV15. As the filter becomes clogged, the air flow will decrease and a gauge will indicate when
the filter needs replacement. The filter, while it does represent an ongoing expense, should be replaced
promptly. To delay in the replacement is counter productive to the clean air objective.
Maintaining healthy air quality in the work environment is in the best interests of all. In a healthy
environment people tend to be more productive and the quality of the air we breathe can have a significant
impact on health and longevity.

Ambient Air Cleaner in
a Welding Shop

Ketcham & Company, Inc.
www.ketchaminc.com 203-322-6667 email: info@ketchaminc.com
LinkedIn: John Ketcham
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The conventional view serves to protect us from the painful job of thinking.
(John Kenneth Galbraith, 1908-2006)

DYNAMIC BALANCING

WANTED OLD
ELECTRIC
FORK LIFTS

Industrial, Medical & Commercial
applications from one piece to large production runs.

WANTED OLD
GAS FORK LIFTS
We Buy Old Forklifts for
Parts. Gas or Electric,
Large or Small,
Running or Not.
We pay reasonable prices.

Wanted Used Electric Forklifts,

Pump Impellers - Fan Wheels - Prototype Development
Gears - Motor Armatures - Sheaves and Pulleys - Flywheels
Couplings - Much More

running or not.
Also looking for LARGE
Used Batteries good or bad.
Must be reasonable, we
pick-up and pay cash.
Call Walt
860-508-9164

8 Donnelly Road, PO Box 303 Spencer, MA 01562

www.ne-spintech.com
Tel: 508-885-5300 Fax: 508-635-6831

MACHINE SHOP
FOR SALE

Call Walt 860-508-9164
Will Pick-Up and Pay Cash

Also Electric Forklift Batteries Wanted

Companies that use WD-40…..

Established mid state Connecticut shore line
machine shop. 35 years in business with
repeating accounts. CNC milling, manual
turning and milling support machinery, along
with a fully equipped inspection department.
Some inventory included $110,000. Please call
860-614-2252

Du-Lite’s RG-55 cost less, last longer and protects parts from
corrosion for up to 18 months when stored indoors
www.du-lite.com 860-347-2505

MINI AD RATES: Single Column is 2.4”/Double Column is 4.8”/Triple
Column is 7.3” $35.00 PER COLUMN INCH.
(Ads running only 1 mo. priced at $45.00 per in.) You only pay for what you
use, to closest 1/16”.
HEADERS ARE SUPPLIED FREE (Yellow background, Red Subway Font)

Email your info to: thebuyersgateway@gmail.com

Questions? call 603-755-9232
We lay out, quote price, and email a draft copy to you for approval before we will
publish. No extra charge for photos, graphics, colors or ad layout.
5% discount on all prepaid ads.

The Gateway Magazine
Bill Bryson, President

The Gateway

336 Governors Road,

Milton, NH 03851

All rights reserved. Duplication of this magazine or parts thereof without written permission is prohibited.

This magazine is distributed at no charge to engineers, purchasing decision makers,
business owners, advertisers and qualified personnel in manufacturing companies. The cost
of a subscription is FREE.
Spotlight feature articles, New Products and Literature announcements are published free of
charge at the discretion of the publisher and with the availability of space. Contact us for
details.
We hope you’ll enjoy reading about these fine companies and tell them you saw them in
The Gateway.
The Gateway reaches: 7500+ NE Companies
Tel: 603-755-9232

2500+ NE Job Shops, 25,000+ Readership

E-mail: thebuyersgateway@gmail.com
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THE GATEWAY CLASSIFIEDS
Business Partner Wanted

MACHINE SHOP FOR SALE

I have a machine shop and assembly
operations with a well-established product line
in business over thirty years. I am getting old
now, and am looking for someone that I can
pass this business on to. Ideal candidate
would have a small to medium size shop so we
can combine operations to absorb overhead. I
have space and extra machine capacity. South
Central Connecticut Location. Interested?
Contact Schaefer@schaeferco.com
05

17,250 square feet of manufacturing space
for sale or lease. Building is equipped with
compressed air system, deburring room,
inspection room, assembly department,
and 1200 AMP electrical service. Excellent
opportunity for growing machine shop.
Includes 1500 sq. ft. office with furniture.
Conveniently located at 37 Inwood Road,
Rocky Hill, CT. Call owner, no agents
please. 860-614-3592 1

MACHINE SHOP FOR SALE

SELLING YOUR BUSINESS?

COMPLETE, TURNKEY, OPERATING
MACHINE SHOP IN BRIDGEPORT, CT.
REAL ESTATE, EQUIPMENT, PARTS
INVENTORY AND CLIETEL.
EMAIL: POPLARTOOL@ATT.NET

MACHINE SHOP FOR SALE
Established mid state Connecticut shore
line machine shop. 35 years in business
with repeating accounts. CNC milling,
manual turning and milling support
machinery, along with a fully equipped
inspection department. Some inventory
included $110,000.
Please call 860-614-2252

We are an established precision
manufacturing company with over 55 years .
of machining experience and we are
seeking to expand our operations.
If you are ready to move on to your next
act, and your business provides machining
or special processes, we’re interested in
talking with you!
Please email us at Straton@straton.com
or give us a call at 203-375-4488
06

Uncle Willy's Funny Bone Gateway
Because of a shortage of maids, the minister's wife advertised for a
manservant. The next morning a nicely dressed young man came to
the front door. "Can you start the breakfast by seven o'clock?" asked
the minister.
"I guess so," answered the man.
"Can you polish all the silver, wash all the dishes, do the laundry, take
care of the lawn, wash windows, iron clothes and keep the house neat
and tidy?"
"Say, preacher," said the young fellow rather meekly, "I came here to
see about getting married but if it's going to be as much work as all that,
you can count me out right now."
20

Things You Don't Want to Overhear Over an Airline P.A. System
ummmmmm....Sorry......(silence)
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VACUUM AND ATMOSPHERE
HEAT TREATING
+ BLACK OXIDING
PROCESSES
Hardening
Tempering
Annealing
Carburizing
Carbo-nitriding
Normalizing
Stress Relieving
Precipitation HT










Commercial Black
Oxide
ISO 9001 and AS 9100

Nadcap
Certified
Federal
Firearms
License

MATERIALS









Tool Steels
Stainless Steels
High Speed Steels
Alloy Steels
Carbon Steels
Super alloys
Non-Ferrous
PH Steels
Tel: 860-523-9090
Fax: 860-236-8052
565 Cedar Street
Newington, CT 06111

Andy@sousacorp.com
www.sousacorp.com
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One day we must come to see that peace is not merely a distant goal we seek, but that it is
a means by which we arrive at that goal. We must pursue peaceful ends through peaceful means.
(Martin Luther King, Jr., 1929-68)

WHERE QUALITY COUNTS

CNC Machining
Prototype & Production Quantities
Let us put our engineering and machining talents to work for you!

 Precision Milling
 AutoCAD Design
 Master CAM Machine

 Precision Turning
 Design Capability
 Quick turnaround

 Personalized Service

Now offering LASER PART MARKING
Using our new
TRUMF VMC1 LASER MARKING MACHINE
We offer one-stop shopping where we will
handle your complete job. So whether heat
treated, plated or painted we can supply to
your requirements the way you want it.

ISO 9001:2000
SAE AS9100

R & S REDCO, Inc.
106 Finnell Drive. Ste 24 Weymouth, MA 02188
Tel: 781-331-4300
Fax: 781-331-4800
www.rsredco.com
email: sales@rsredco.com

ELECTROPOLISHING
SERVICES








New England’s Largest Electropolisher
ISO 9001 & 13485 Certified
12 Electropolishing Lines
Precision Rates of Removal (.0001”)
Small & Large Parts
Custom Packaging Services
Expedited Service Available

New England Electropolishing
800-672-6616
www.neelectropolishing.com
sales@neelectropolishing.com

The Gateway Magazine
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Available (Delivered & installed)
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She eyed his beard

psi

This road sign posted in 1951

And said no dice

The wedding's off--

I'll COOK the rice

Burma Shave

